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Eight: Gentle and Humble of Heart 

God’s part is to love us and invite us into relationship so that He can provide all we need 

through companionship with us.  

Our part is a moment by moment entrusting ourselves fully to Him. We actively partner with 

our Family-of-Three through an obedience of faith. Listen to the wisdom in the children’s song. It 

captures this in its simplicity. “Trust and obey, for there is no other way….” 

About this time you may be longing for such a life, but not sure it’s possible for you.  

“Where can I see a flesh and blood model of such a life so I can follow? 

Fortunately, the Father answers this question by giving such a life a name and face, Jesus! 

Jesus is the “Second Man,” the first completely healthy human being since the fall of the first 

man, Adam (1 Corinthians 15:47). Jesus is our Model for life. All the treasures of wisdom and 

knowledge are hidden in Christ and activated by the Spirit. We have access to the “riches of 

complete understanding” in this mystery of godliness only in Jesus Christ (Colossians 2:2-3).  

I see only one time in the Gospels where Jesus describes His heart, the core of His being. In the 

context of a two-fold rest, Jesus provides us with a powerful passage describing His inner heart. 

You may read this in Matthew 11:28-30.  

“Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my 

yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find 

rest for your souls. 30 For my yoke is easy and my burden is light”  

(Matthew 11:28-30, emphasis). 

The first rest is freely available to all who acknowledge their spiritual need (a rest given).  

Although all Christian life inescapably touches on toil, our hard work becomes light and easy 

as our fellowship with Jesus deepens into rest in Him. Whether attempting to control our life 

(labor, 11:28) or passively experiencing ourselves weighed down from outside our control like 

victims (heavy burden, 11:28), Jesus desires that we experience His double rest. The second rest 

is discovered through tough, intentional choices we make to yoke up with Him in service and 

learn His heart (a rest found). It’s simple yet not without determined effort to partner with the 

Spirit. 

First, actively take His yoke of freedom and love upon us as we serve others. A yoke produces 

for others. This yoke is Jesus’ yoke for service as we partner with Him in His grand adventure. 

“Easy” describes Jesus’ yoke of ministry we join. This does not mean that life is pain free. It 

means that Jesus’ yoke fits well, without chaffing, when we keep in step with Him. The word 

“easy” is the same as Ephesians 4:32 translated “kind.” Jesus’ yoke is a heavy bar, yet it’s easy 

since it’s a yoke of kindness that uniquely fits us, just what we need. 

“What helium does to a balloon, Jesus’ yoke does to His followers. We are buoyed along 

in life by [Him].”i 

Second, our priority is to learn “of or from Him” In this one verse, the Son of God pulls back 

the veil. He lets us peer way down into the core of who He is. He describes His heart for the only 

time in the Gospels. His heart is His will with its choices to live in obedience to the Father, His 

mind with its thinking and reasoning, His affections with its feelings and emotions. 

Enroll in His School of DiscipleMaking where He is both the Teacher (“learn from Me”) and 

the Curriculum (“learn of Me”). Notice how Jesus characterizes the core of His being as gentle 

and humble. Through such an abandonment to Jesus, we gain access and find rest, the promised 
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Sabbath rest that reflects the seventh day (Hebrews 4:9-11). This is a rest from our unaided works 

that makes all we do more fruitful. 

“…learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your 

souls” (Matthew 11:29, emphasis). 

Gentleness and humility are hallmarks of maturity. As long as we walk the earth, nothing 

matters more since these draw us to love. Both reside in Jesus.  

Jesus is gentle, not a harsh reactionary or easily exasperated when our goals are blocked. 

Gentle is not weak, but power under the control of Another. It’s like a stallion who has been 

gentled by his master or a powerful herbal medicine distilled so it now only brings health. Jesus 

exercises great power to influence and impact yet it’s under the control of His Father to be used 

for the highest and best of others (John 5:17+19). We acknowledge our great delegated authority 

under the control of another, like Jesu. Now we can speak directly, straightforwardly to help 

others, yet with kindness in our hearts. 

Jesus is also humble, accessible, without airs. He confidently knows who He is in His 

relationship with His Father. His default stance towards people is “welcoming arms,” especially 

drawn toward those who are needy and hurting and know it. With humility, we see self 

accurately, like God does. We are accessible, without airs. As an example, my ministry-focus has 

been to disciple other Christians. I want to release others to the whole range of possibilities for 

their ministry, sling-shotting them way beyond me. Release others to their destiny without 

limiting them by ours, like Jesus does. 

The One whose resplendence cannot adequately be captured with words is the One whose 

defining Reality is more gentle and humble than all those who ever walked this earth. Yes, we 

observe in the Gospels that Jesus is direct with straight-talk yet never unkind. Gentle and humble 

is not just one way He acts towards others. It’s who Jesus is…always. If we see any act or 

attitude of Jesus in the Gospels that we think is not gentle and humble, beware. We either have 

projected our broken responses onto the passage or misunderstand gentle and humble. 

As those who influence and impact, if we are not gentle and humble, we are not following Jesus 

in this situation, no matter what those around us say. Let’s startle the world with glimpses of a 

divine kindness in our lives beyond what they normally see, or perhaps even can grasp, yet one 

that draws them to Jesus. He is utterly attractive when we see rightly. 

Is our heart gentle and humble like Jesus’ heart? He is our best possible model. 

Our heart is the animating center of our lives. It defines and directs us, our will with its choices, 

our mind with its thoughts and our affections with its feelings. Our heart is our motivational 

headquarters, what gets us out of bed in the morning. That’s why Proverbs 4:23 states that the 

“springs of life” flow from our heart. Our heart is a matter of life, what makes us who we are. 

When we see Jesus truly, we meet the most attractive person who ever walked the earth. Think 

of your best friend. You enjoy hanging out with her/him because you become a better person in 

your friend’s presence. Jesus is that ultimate Friend and calls us “friend” (John 15:11-17). Jesus 

is the most understanding and kind person in the universe.  

Even with His supreme uniqueness, no one in human history has ever been more approachable 

than Jesus Christ. The minimum bar to be embraced by Jesus is simply to “come,” open our heart 

(Matthew 11:28). When our heart honestly reaches out to Jesus’ heart, this faith-response makes 

an unbroken connection with the Father, Son and Spirit. The NT calls this connection eternal life.  

And He is the Model for our lives, one of the goals we grow towards (Romans 8:29). 

What is there can undermine such a life? 
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As I understand the Fall of humanity in Genesis 3, I see pride and control as the root sins that 

moved Eve to desire to know separate from God. Her reason may have gone something like this, 

although most of us don’t verbalize this when we go off the rails. “God is holding out on me. He 

is not good to me in this circumstance so I must take the reins myself for my highest and best.”  

It may come as a surprise that control is the enemy’s counterfeit for gentle and Eve exchanged 

pride for humility. This is like the dark forces of evil, the world, our flesh and the devil’s 

henchmen. They take what’s central (gentle and humble here) and distort it so the world of people 

disregard these as unimportant. Both control and pride can hide in the smallest nooks and 

crannies, even in the hearts of followers of Jesus. Satan disguises himself as an angel of light, as 

do his henchmen. 

If this is so, don’t be overwhelmed, please. 

We don’t need to first get our act together. We simply come as we are. Notice that Matthew 

11:28 conveys that our very burden qualifies us to come, when animated by our heart-surrender. 

His gentle embrace is never outmatched by our sins or failings, our insecurities or doubts, our 

anxieties or feelings of condemnation, guilt and shame, our past or present. He is here with is 

overflowing provision for anyone who know they need Him…each one! 

I’m convinced that God designed us with such deep inner longings for rest and fruitfulness 

that can only be satisfied in Jesus. When we are in tune, we consciously feel this as the nudge of 

an inner restlessness in our daily life. Search the New Testament until you believe this new life 

of “more” of Jesus is God’s plan.  

As we have trusted God’s provision for freedom from the penalty for sin through the blood of 

Christ, let’s trust Him for freedom from the power of sin in our lives at this moment through His 

life, even those subtle sins of control and pride.ii Breathe deeply of the fresh, cool air of God’s 

unfathonable loving kindness as we walk in His peace and the outpouring of His grace. 

And grasp the Both/And of the “mystery of godliness. At this moment, I can rest in such 

complete freedom, yet I’m still very much in process and will be for the rest of my time on earth. 

You may argue that sin is deeply rooted in humanity. I agree that our flesh still oozes sinful 

attitudes, thoughts and responses. No Christian can live without any sin at all. However, do you 

believe equally strongly what the NT states? We have a Savior, Jesus, who is able to save us in 

this life to the utmost both from the penalty of sin and from the power of sin so that we might 

walk with Him in rest and fruitfulness? 

Whatever the unique details for you, when we came to Jesus for salvation, we acknowledged 

our hopeless to seek to save ourselves. We let go of our unaided efforts and rested our eternal 

destiny in Jesus’ abundant provision. “The way in is the way on.” 

Our journey is simply letting Jesus carry our burdens and manage our affairs instead of futilely 

attempting to do it ourselves. Let’s say you were hitchhiking with a heavy backpack. A man in a 

pickup invited you to hop in. Would you continue to stand in the back with your backpack on 

even though He invites you to sit and remove your backpack? 

“It’s almost too much to ask you to carry me, sir, how could I ever think of you also carrying 

my burden?” 

Do you also believe that Christ’s provision is so powerful and thoroughgoing that His life 

frees us from imprisonment from sin so we may choose to walk in His victory? The NT is chock 

full of these assertions. This grace-laced life that the Father, Son and Spirit offer through faith in 

Christ has many descriptions. At the moment, perhaps my favorite is this in Colossians 3:3. Our 

life is united with Christ, and we are also hidden in the Father. 

For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 
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God designed love to be freely given and received. Although our eternal destiny is eternally 

sealed, walking restfully in delight on our journey depends on choices we make. Confusion 

reigns here unless we focus first on God’s part, then on our part to partner with the Spirit. Note 

the sequence. When these two aspects are not kept in view simultaneously, they may seem 

contradictory. It’s like looking at a building from two sides, one the north and one the south 

side. 

How do we learn to be gentle and humble in the midst of a society that looks down on such 

traits? What is the truth to exchange for the deceit that we are exposed to? Control seems to 

demonstrate a truncated trust in God’s willingness or His ability. Eve sought to seize control of 

her life. She doubted that God was good or great enough towards her to take care of her unique 

needs. In her arrogance, her ideas animated her agenda rather than God’s plan.  

Trust fully in our Family-of-Three. Jesus must have disciples under His Lordship, controlled 

only by one thing, living humbly to an Audience of Three-in-One.  

What is the result of this dual rest?  

I suggest that what follows is a great “pop quiz” to help each of us know what controls our life 

more, rest and freedom or law-keeping and the weighty burden to keep every practice. Notice 

how Jesus describes our inheritance of rest or abiding in Him in freedom. He uses two words. His 

yoke is easy and burden light.  

Are you beginning to see a pattern? As Jesus lived out His life, receiving from the Father and 

passing it along to others, so His people live out our lives, receiving from the Father, Son and 

Spirit and passing along what we experience of His life. 

How does this match your daily experience on your journey?  

To what degree is your life characterized by an easy yoke of ministry that does not chafe but 

fits perfectly? What about a light burden that does not weigh you down? Or would you 

characterize your life more as heavy and chaffing, weary like those weighed down by religious 

practices? Provision awaits in His presence. 

Jesus is our model both for ministry and for maturity. Trust and obey. 

 
i Dane Ortlund, “Gentle and Lowly,” Kindle, chapter 1. I found this to be a superb book! Well 

worth the read. 
ii This is the clear teaching of the NT. If you struggle with this, begin to read some these 

authors…with discernment. 

An older book from a lay person on this subject published in 1875 lays this out in detail with 

great illustrations. Hannah Whitall Smith’s, The Christian’s Secret of a Happy Life, is superb, 

especially chapters 2-4 that describe this life more succinctly. The rest of the book deals with the 

practical side of living this out.  

At times, it seems she calls us to a passive life (“just trust”). In the practical chapters, at time she 

seems to emphasize more the need for our active consecration in every detail. I like her big-

picture focus on: 

• God’s part is to provide and protect. 

• Our part is to trust as we willingly abandon ourselves to His will and actively practice 

the obedience of faith. 

The early Keswick movement in England in the late 1800’s majored on this teaching. Andrew 

Murray, especially in His books on John 15, teaches this well. You will find this in A.W. Tozer’s 

writings, although he writes more broadly than just this theme. 


